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The h-p method for solving partial differential equations uses discretizations where the 
grid size h and the polynomial degree p are varied to obtain the most efficiency in the comput-
ing of approximate solutions. It has been known for many years that increasing p can dramati-
cally improve efficiency and that the current common practice of keeping p = 1 is a particularly 
poor choice. For problems with singularities, good efficiency requires that the grid be refined 
near the points with singularities so the h-p method also requires a grid refinement scheme. We 
compare two such schemes here which we call E-Refinement (proposed by Babuska and col-
leagues recently) and Q-Refinement (proposed by Rice in the 1960's). Both of these schemes 
have been shown to be asymptotically optimal. That is, if one chooses h, p, and simple parame-
ters of the grid refinement appropriately, then the discretization error in solving the partial 
differential equations decays exponentially. 
The actual behaviors of these two schemes are quite different in practice and the mechan-
isms for choosing the proper values of h, p, and the grid refinement parameters are also quite 
different. This paper presents the results of a systematic experimental study of these two 
methods and discusses the difficulty of choosing highly efficient h, p, and grid refinement 
parameters. Our study confirms that these two refinements are of approximately equal efficiency 
given such good choices. The data suggests that the Q-Refinement is more efficient for our 
problems but the advantage is not dramatic given the uncertainties inherent in choosing numeri-
cal methods for practical applications. We conclude that it is substantially simpler to make 
good choices for the Q-Refinement than for the E-Refinement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we present a systematic experimental study of the computational 
efficiency of two grid refinement schemes which we shall call the E-Refinement (pro-
posed by Babuska and colleagues recently) and the Q-Refinement (proposed by Rice in 
the 1960's) as a part of an adaptive h-p method for solving a partial differential equa-
tion (PDE) with point singularities. The types of problems being considered are those 
of the second order elliptic partial differential equations. However, we believe the 
results are applicable to a wider class of problems. The singularity is restricted to that 
of continuous and bounded solution functions whose higher derivatives become 
unbounded at one point. 
The classical results from approximation theory that guide us in the understanding 
of the asymptotic convergence behavior of the h-p method as h and p varies are given 
in the references [Walsh, 1935], [Schultz, 1973 ], [deBoor, 1978]. The extension to 
higher dimensions is given in [deBoor, 1962], [Schumaker, 1981], to finite element 
methods in [Schultz, 1973], [Strang and Fix, 1973], [Gui and Babuska, 1986], and to 
singular functions (piecewise polynomials) in [Rice, 1969], [DeVore and Scherer, 
1979]. Both of these schemes have been shown to be asymptotically optimal in some 
exact mathematical sense. That is, if one chooses h, p, and simple parameters of the 
grid refinement appropriately, then the discretization error in solving the partial 
differential equations decays exponentially. 
The actual behaviors of these two schemes are quite different in practice and the 
mechanisms for choosing the proper values of h, p, and the grid refinement parameters 
are also quite different. This paper discusses the difficulty of choosing highly efficient 
h, p, and grid refinement parameters. Our study confirms that these two refinements are 
of approximately equal efficiency given such good choices. We conclude that it is sub-
stantially simpler to make good choices for Q-Refinement than for E-Refinement. 
In the next section we define the PDE problem and the grid refinements used. In 
Section 3 we carefully formulate how these two schemes are used in applications and 
the models underlying the methodology for appropriately choosing the method parame-
ters. Choosing good values for h and p is not entirely straightforward, especially for 
the E-Refinement. Section 4 describes the experiment and presents the 36 problems 
used. Section 5 describes the data obtained and discusses how closely it conforms to the 
expectations from the models. The experimental data are discussed in Section 6 and 
four hypotheses posed. The data strongly support the correctness of these hypotheses. 
The final section presents the conclusions of the study. 
Four appendices are given; the first two simply illustrate the nature of the two 
point distributions involved. Appendices 3 and 4 present a complete set of plots of the 
data, once in the form of error versus computer time and once with error versus the 
number of equations solved. 
2. GRID REFINEMENT FOR PROBLEMS WITH A SINGULARITY 
The partial differential equation problem is to solve 
Lu = / on R 
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u = g oil dR 
where L is a differentia] operator defined on R and dR is the boundary of R. We study 
the case where R is a rectangle in two dimensions, and L is a linear second order ellip-
tic operator, and the solutions u(x,y) has a point singularity at (xo.yo)- We believe the 
results for our study are applicable to a wider class of problems. In many, if not most 
applications, one uses a grid refinement near the singularity and a "normal" (uniform) 
grid outside it. 
The first step of a numerical solution is to identify a subregion S of R where the 
grid near CtoJo) is to be refined. Figure 1 shows a typical case. We ignore the compu-
tations in R outside of S but the proper choice of S is considered as it affects the 
efficiency of the computations within S substantially. We next describe to the two 
schemes to refine the grid within S. Both grid refinements are based on one dimen-
sional distributions of grid points which are then extended to two dimensions by (a) 
using the same distributions in each of the x and y directions, and (b) completing the 
grid in some simple way. 
Figure 1. The domain R of the problem and the subdomain S where grid refinement is 
used near the singularity (x0, 
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2.a. The Q-Refinement and E-Refinement 
The meshes in two dimensions are defined by a vector in the .x-direction and a vec-
tor in the y-direction. Each vector is the one-dimensional grid point distribution 
described below. 
Q-Distribution: 
Consider the interval [0,c] with a singularity at jc = 0, the Q-Refinement 
[Rice, 1969] of [0,c] is as follows: 
*o = 0 
j i 
X: = c (-M for j = 1 to n J n 
which defines n +1 grid points from 0 to c inclusive. These Xj are the coordinates of the 
grid points. The parameter q is determined as follows: 
p + 1 q = ^ 
7 
where y is the strength of the singularity at (xo.J'o) °f the computed solution function 
u(x,y) and p is the degree of the piecewise polynomials used. That is, u(xo,yo) 
behaves like (X-XQ)*1 near (*o>>o)- This distribution is optimal for approximating 
u (x.y) in the maximum norm using polynomials of degree p. 
If the value of y is not known beforehand, an estimate of q can be obtained in the 
following manner. Choose several values of q and determine the changes of u on two 
different mesh sizes. The value of q corresponding to the largest change in u is 
selected; this value of q should give the quickest convergence. Appendix 1 presents a 
simple Fortran program for the Q-Distribution plus a plot of the grid points for several 
values of n. 
E-Distribution: 
For x in the interval [0,c], the n+1 grid points of the E-Refinement [Babuska and 
Gui, 1986] are as follows: 
0 
c (a)n~j for y = 1 to « - l 
c 
The asymptotically optimal geometric factor of mesh refinement, a, is equal to 0.17. 
This optimality is obtained using the finite element method and measuring the error in 
the energy norm. An exponential convergence rate [Babuska and Gui, 1988] been esta-
blished for this grid refinement in using the h-p method. Appendix 2 presents a simple 
Fortran program for the E-Distribution plus plots of the grid points for several values of 
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n. 
Using these distributions one moves the origin to (xo-yo) and adjusts c so that 
[-c,c] x [-c,c] is the square S. One then uses these distributions of grid points along 
the four axial lines centered at (xqJo) and completes the grid into two dimensions. 
Figure 2 illustrates the resulting grids using rectangles or circles for both distributions. 
Only a quarter of the grid is shown, it is completed by symmetry. We call the resulting 
refinements of S the Q-Refinemeni and E-Refinemeni, respectively. 
Our study uses tensor product grids because the software used assumes this. The 
tensor product grids used are shown in Figure 3. The use of such grids unnecessarily 
increases the computational cost, but each method is equally penalized so we believe 
that this choice does not affect the validity of the experiment. 
3. SELECTION OF PARAMETERS FOR THE h-p METHOD 
We outline the usual steps for selecting the parameters of the h-p method and 
present standard convergence model used to guide the selection of h and p. We discuss 
the selection of q and a, then the determination of the subdomain 5. Finally, we dis-
cuss the normal process of actually choosing these parameters and the difficulties that 
may arise. 
3.a. The Usual Steps for Parameter Selection 
We list the usual steps for selection of the h-p method parameters in the approxi-
mate order they are taken. 
1. Locate the singularity (xoJo)-
2. Determine the subdomain S. 
3. Choose q and a. The parameter o is usually taken to be 0.17 [Babuska and 
Guo, 1987] for all problems. The parameter q depends on the strength of the 
singularity at (x0,yo)-
4. Choose p, the polynomial degree. 
5. Choose n, the number of grid lines. This is the analog of choosing h for a 
non-singular problem. 
When faced with an actual problem, one normally must do considerable experimenta-
tion to achieve a desired accuracy of solution without expending excessive computing 
time. 
(a) Q-Distribution (b) E-Distribution 
Figure 2. The Q-Refinement for a 9 by 9 grid and E-Refinement for a 7 by 7 grid in S, 
only one quarter of the grid is shown. Here, the singularity is at the origin. 
The top grids are completed by rectangles, (a) using only rectangles and (b) 
using one radial line, while (c) is completed by circles using two radial lines 
and (d) is completed by circles using one radial line. 
(a) E-Distribution 
(b) Q-Distribution 
Figure 3. The 7 by 7 tensor product grids of the Q and E-Refinements in S, only one 
quarter of the grid is shown. 
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3.b. The Standard Models of Convergence 
There are classical results from approximation theory which guide us in under-
standing the asymptotic convergence behavior of the h-p method as p varies. The 
results in [Walsh, 1935] may be paraphrased as follows: "If f ( x ) has jfc+1 continuous 
derivatives, then the error in the best approximation to / CO by using polynomial of 
degree p behaves like const/pk." There are technical details in the precise statement of 
this and other results concerning "error", "behaves like" and "continuous derivatives" 
which are omitted here and which have negligible impact on the model discussed here. 
We use const as notation for a generic constant whose values changes from place to 
place. If / CO is analytic (has infinitely many derivatives) then the behavior in this 
result is changed to constYe~C0nslyp [Walsh, 1935], That is to say, polynomial approxi-
mation converges exponentially. 
More recent, but still classical, results guide us in understanding the behavior as h 
varies. The results of deBoor and others in the 1960's [Schultz, 1973], [deBoor, 1978] 
may be paraphrased as "If f (x) has k +1 continuous derivatives, then the error in the 
best approximation to / (x) using piecewise polynomials of degree p and grid size h 
behave like constxhp+1." A polynomial or piecewise polynomial that minimizes the 
error of approximation for a particular / (x) and choice of h and p is called an optimal 
(or best) approximation. 
We paraphrase extensions of these classical results in the following directions. 
(1) Higher dimensions: The function / {x) may be replaced by functions 
u (x,y), v(x,y,z),... of several variables [deBoor, 1962], [Schumaker, 1981], 
(2) Finite element methods: Instead of approximating f ( x ) directly, one may 
approximate it with the same convergence rate by applying appropriate finite 
element methods to differential equations which / (x) satisfies [Schultz, 
1973], [Strang and Fix, 1973], [Gui and Babuska, 1986], 
(3) Singular functions (for piecewise polynomials only): If / (x) is singular at Jto, 
one may choose grid (break) points Xi,X2> xn with n = for the piece-h 
wise polynomials and achieve the same rate of convergence [Rice, 1969], 
[DeVore and Scherer, 1979]. 
These extensions generally involve deep mathematical analysis, some are major 
scientific contributions. Understanding their precise statements and proofs generally 
required considerable mathematical sophistication. 
Methods, either direct approximations or of finite element type, which achieve 
these convergence behaviors are called optimal order methods. Most optimal order 
methods do not produce optimal approximations, this is practical only for direct approx-
imation. Clearly, optimal order methods are prime candidates for actual use, but being 
of optimal order is not, in itself, sufficient for a method to be recommended for actual 
use. Three reasons for this are: 
(1) Work. The computation required by different methods varies. 
(2) Accuracy. The actual accuracy achieved by different methods varies. 
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(3) Asymptotics. The asymptotic convergence behavior may commence for values of 
p too large or of h too small for practical use. 
It is not difficult to produce examples where each of these reasons occur. Thus it is 
important to systematically evaluate methods over a range of problems representing the 
actual use of the methods. Given a particular method with any merit at all, one can 
always construct a few problems where it performs very well. 
The h-p method for singular problems is further complicated because one must 
choose four items, the subdomain 5, the refinement scheme, and the parameters h and p. 
We have limited the refinement scheme to one of two choices. We now make three 
assumptions about the method used: 
1. The subdomain S is chosen well. 
2. The same computationally efficient and accurate finite element method is 
used for both refinement schemes. 
3. The asymptotic behavior of the error sets in immediately (i.e., for small p and 
large h). 
These assumptions allow us to obtain models for the standard behavior of the error 
versus computer time that are applicable to each refinement scheme. These models are 
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 and they are quite different. 
For the Q-Refinement scheme we have a family of straight lines whose envelope 
(shown solid in Figure 4) is a broken line. The range of accuracy from none to infinity 
is broken up into intervals where a particular value of p is best (most efficient). As the 
intervals of accuracy descend, the corresponding values of p increase in steps of 1. 
For the E-Refinement scheme we have a family of curves that start out on the left 
as straight lines and then become flat on the right. The envelope (shown heavy in Fig-
ure 5) of these curves defines the combinations of best p and h values. As before, the 
range of accuracy is broken into intervals corresponding to best values of p and, as 




Log of Computation Time 
Figure 4. Plots for the model error behavior of the Q-Refinement with 1 <, p <, 5. 
Each straight line represents varying numbers of grid lines (h variation). 




Log of Computation Time 
Figure 5. Plots for the model error behavior of the E-Refinement with 15 /3^5 . Each 
line represents varying numbers grid lines (/J variation). The solid parts of 
these lines are the optimal combination of h and p. 
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3,c. Tbe Choice of the Distribution Parameters q and a. 
The Q-Refinement scheme explicitly assumes knowledge about the strength of the 
singularity. If u(x,y) behaves like [(X-XQ)2 + (y-yo)2]"' then one chooses 
q = (p+l)/2a. Often one knows y, in this case y= 2a, very accurately and in most 
applications one can estimate y well. Recall that both schemes require (XQ, JO) T0 he 
known exactly. We have carried a number of experiments to test the sensitivity to varia-
tions in the value of q. We find that the Q-Refinement scheme is quite robust with 
respect to the choice of q. That is, the efficiency and accuracy achieved changes slowly 
as the value of q used moves away from the best value. Figure 6 is a plot of error 
versus q for three problems. They have p values of 3, 4, and 5; y values are 1.5, 1.0, 
and 0.5, respectively, and the recommended choices of q are 2.66, 4, and 8, respec-
tively. The value of n is fixed at 15 grid points. For p = 5, any value of q from 4.0 to 
9.0 gives accuracy within a factor of 2 of the optimum. We have observed no 
significant difference between collocation with Hermite bicubics [Houstis, Rice and 
Mitchell, 1985] and Galerkin methods used here as far as the grid refinement scheme is 
concerned. We have examined similar plots for about a dozen problems and Figure 6 is 
typical. Generally speaking, the larger the value of q (the stronger the singularity) the 
less sensitive the accuracy is to the value of q. 
Figure 7 shows the convergence rate of error versus the grid size n for three values 
of q and for problems #1, #2, and #3 presented in Section 4. These are the same prob-
lems as those of Figure 6. We see that the convergence rate is not very sensitive to the 
value of q as p increases. The figure suggests that even belter convergence rates can be 
achieved using q = (p + 2)/y. It seems that the best approach is to do the test in Figure 
6 to determine the value of q and use q = (p + l)/y as a starting point. 
The recommended value of a is the asymptotically optimal value of 0.17 given in 
[Babuska and Guo, 1987]. In Figure 8 we show a plot of convergence rate for three 
values of p, a particular PDE problem and three values of a, namely a = 0.11, 0.17, and 
0.21. This problem is selected from our experiments because it had very typical 
behavior for a = 0.17 (i.e. as the model shown in Figure 5). Figure 9 shows a similar 
plot for another problem whose behavior does not correspond to that expected for the 
model, all the curves for a = 0.17 are flat. Note that these two figures show better error 
results for O > 0.17. 
We further explore the effect of varying a in Figure 10 where six values, a = 0.11, 
0.17, 0.21, 0.31, 0.41, 0.51 are used for one of the problems used in Figure 8. For this 
problem we see that a) for coarse grids (low computing time) all value of o larger than 
0.17 are better than c = 0.17 and, b) for very fine grids (large computing time), the 
largest a is the best. At the intermediate stages the accuracies obtained are bunched 
together but CT= 0.17 is not the best. The suggestion that CT should be taken larger than 
0.17 is strongly supported in this limited experiment. It could be that the results would 
appear differently if the energy norm of the error is used even though it is our opinion 
that people are interested in the maximum error of their answers. Our intuition is that 
grids generated using a = 0.17 become fine too fast; the matter deserves further study. 
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Parameter q 
Figure 6. Sensitivity of the error to the value of q in the Q-Refinement scheme using n 
= 15 *-grid points for problems #1 (a = 0.75), #2 (a = 0.50 ) and #3 
(a = 0.25) from Section 4. All other parameters are the same (location = 
center, true = pure, p = 3). The recommended values of q are 2.66, 4, and 8 
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of the convergence behavior of the error to the value of q in the 
Q-Refinement scheme for problems #1 (a = 0.75), #2 (a = 0.50 ) and #3 
(a = 0.25) of Section 4. All other parameters are the same (location = 
center, true = pure, spline degree = 3). The recommended values of q are 
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Figure 8. Error versus computer time for problem #1 (a = 0.75, location = center, true 
= pure) of Section 4 for three values of a. Only very minor perturbations 
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Figure 9. Error versus computer time for problem #4 (a = 0.75, location = edge, true = 
pure) of Section 4 for three values of a. The model behavior is not visible; 
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Log of Time (Seconds) 
Figure 10. Error versus computer time for problem #1 (oc = 0.75, location = center, 
true = pure, p = 3) of Section 4 for six values of cr. Only very minor per-
turbations are seen from the model convergence behavior. The theoreti-
cally optimal value of (J = 0.17 is not the best choice for this case. 
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3.± The Choice of the Subdomain S. 
At first glance the E-Refinement scheme enjoys a definite advantage because c = 
0.17 can always be used while the Q-Refinement scheme requires that q be estimated at 
least with rough accuracy. Later we will see that the fixed value of a in the E-
Refinement scheme leads to a strong coupling between the grids used on the domains R 
and S. The Q-Refinement scheme allows the grids on R and 5 to be chosen almost 
independently. The explanations of this follows. 
In the E-Refinement scheme, the "outermost" element are of size (l-a)xd where d 
denotes the length of a side of S. As the grid is refined within S, this outermost element 
never changes. Thus the only way to change the accuracy on this element is to change 
the degree p. If S is chosen too small, then a very low value of p is sufficient on this 
element (and the other "larger" ones) but the overall computation may need a large 
value of p. If S is chosen too large, then a very high value of p is required on this ele-
ment but the overall computation may need a modest value of p. Ideally, one deter-
mines the "right" values of h and p on R and then uses this p value on the h by h (or 2h 
by 2h) square S containing (*o0'o)- Under normal circumstances, this would guarantee 
that p is appropriate for the outermost element. Unfortunately, the determination of h 
and p depend on some son of (local) error estimation. This is very difficult to do in the 
neighborhood of a singularity without some refinement of the grid near the singularity. 
In the Q-Refinement scheme all the grid points change as the grid is refined. For 
large «, the grid is nearly uniform on the outer edge of S and very strongly graded at 
the center (but not as graded as in the E-Refinement with same values of n). This 
allows much more latitude in choosing S and, in particular, one can choose S as the 
square when the influence of the singularity is felt to be "strong". Then the grids on S 
and R can be determined and modified somewhat independently. 
A disadvantage of the Q-Refinement scheme is that the uncoupling of the grids on 
R and S means that the interface between these two grids will often be rather arbitrary. 
Thus the solution algorithm must be able to handle grids which join in ways not known 
in advance. At least the grids join along a straight line and do not overlap. For the E-
Refinement scheme the grid interface may be unusual but one can arrange for it to have 
the same topology in every case. 
3.e. The Computation Process 
Our objective is to compare the usefulness of these two refinement schemes in 
practice so we must define how we assume these schemes are to be used. This is done 
by the two high level descriptions of the computational processes shown in Figures 11 
and 12. We do not give a verbose discussion of these and assume the reader has studied 
them. 
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Given: The PDE problem 
The singularity (xot y0) 
The desired accuracy e > 0 
An h-p finite element method FEM 
Estimate: y = the strength of the singularity at (x0, yQ) 
p ~ the polynomial degree most appropriate for e 
S = the subdomain of the singularity's influence 
Estimate Conservatively: 
= the initial grid size on R 
n i = the initial refinement level on S 
For i = 1 to last i do 
Solve the PDE using FEM 
Compute the accuracy estimate ERR,-
If ERR,- < e then STOP 
If computational process needs rethinking, then EXIT i-loop 
Change h\ to if necessary 
Change n,- to n-l+\ if necessary 
End i-loop 
Figure 11. The computational process to solve a singular PDE problem using the Q-
Distribution. At least one of the two changes at the end of the /-loop must 
be made. 
Both processes have a point where one reconsiders the computation if the behavior 
is incompatible with the model of computation. There are numerous assumptions 
behind both processes whose invalidity can cause such behavior. The Q-Distribution is 
simpler for two reasons: (1) 5 is fixed and the grids on R and S are somewhat uncou-
pled. (2) A fixed value of p is based on the observations that the ranges where a partic-
ular p is best are rather large and fairly predictable. 
To illustrate these computational processes we reproduce the model convergence 
plots, Figure 4 and 5, with traces of typical operation recorded. Both illustrations 
assume the PDE problem is well behaved in the sense that the computational model of 
Section 3b applies well. In Figure 13 we see two possible traces for the Q-Refinement 
scheme. Points 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to having chosen the best value of p being too 
small. Note that because of the logarithmic scale, the computer times of the last points, 
4 or D, are the only significant ones. Observe that even though p = 4 is the best value 
for the E specified, the best efficiency results from using p = 5 because one must 
overshoot an accuracy target in order to be confident of having achieved it. The compu-
tational process for the model proceeds in a rather straight forward way and one expects 
to compute two or three trial solutions before the one with the required accuracy is 
achieved. 
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Given: The PDE problem 
The singularity (.xa> y0) 
The desired accuracy e > 0 
An h-p finite element method FEM 
Estimate Conservatively: 
p j = the initial polynomial degree 
h i = the initial grid size on R 
/ij = the initial refinement level on S 
For i - 1 to last i do 
set nit j = rij 
For j = 1 to last j do 
Solve the PDE problem using FEM 
Compute the accuracy estimate ERR 
If ERRitj < E then STOP 
If accuracy estimate has flattened out, then EXIT /-loop 
increase n;j to /ij-j+i 
End y-loop 
If computational process needs rethinking, then EXIT i-loop 
Change hi to /t,-+], redefine S if necessary 
Change pi to , if necessary 
End i-loop 
Figure 12. The computational process to solve a singular PDE problem using the E-
Distribution. At least one of the two changes at the end of the i-loop must 
be made. 
In Figure 14 we see one trace for the same problem using the E-Refinement 
scheme. The pattern of the computations is much more complicated due to the necessity 
to detect the flattening out of the error behavior. Then, when one restarts with a larger p 
and, presumably, larger h, there is a somewhat unpredictable effect on the error and 
computer time. If one only changes p, then the pattern is considerably simpler and one 
will need fewer trial solutions. This is the tactic recommended in [Gui and Babuska, 
1986]. However, increasing p keeping h fixed usually makes big changes in both the 
error and computer time. Ideally, we want to overshoot the specified accuracy as little 
as possible which is much harder to do using this simpler tactic. 
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Figure 13. Two traces of the computational process for the Q-Refinement scheme. 
Points (1, 2, 3, 4) and (A, B, C, D) indicate the solutions computed with 
degree p = 3 and 4, respectively. The sequences stop as soon as a point is 




Log of Computation Time 
Figure 14. The trace of the computational process of the E-Refinement scheme. Points 
1 through 10 indicate the solutions computed to achieve an accuracy better 
than e. 
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4. THE EXPERIMENT 
The principles for a computational experiment to evaluate numerical methods are 
given in [Rice,1979], [Houstis and Rice, 1980] and [Houstis et.al., 1988]. A Perfor-
mance Evaluation System (PES) has been constructed [Boisvert et.al., 1979] based on 
the ELLPACK system [Rice and Boisvert,1985] to carry out such experiments. Ideally, 
one chooses a representative population of problems and applies the methods to all 
members of the population. Then one applies statistical tests to conclude that certain 
hypothesis are true within acceptable confidence limits. This ideal approach has been 
curtailed here because of the lengthy computations needed. Our somewhat modest 
experiment reported upon here required about three months (about 2000 hours) solid 
machine time using one processor on an Alliant FX4 which is a relatively powerful 
machine. Its peak floating point operation rate is over 10 MFLOPS which is about 50 
times faster than the common VAX 11/780. Near peak performance, unfortunately, was 
not achieved until after the experiments were done. The FORTRAN compiler was 
finally able to optimize the ELLPACK code subsequent to the installation of a new ver-
sion of the UNIX operating system. This would have reduced the machine time to 
approximately 200 hours. 
A comparative evaluation of the Q-Refinement and the E-Refinement is made. 
Various examples were systematically chosen to test the efficiency of the two 
refinements. The h-p method using the SPLINE GALERKIN software from ELLPACK 
[Rice and Boisvert] was used. The SPLINE GALERKIN module uses Galerkin's 
method with piecewise polynomial basis functions [Weiser et.al., 1983]. 
We choose a reasonably complicated variable coefficient second order elliptic par-
tial differential equation (PDE) for the basic experiment, 
+ - ( 1 + " + y ) - / f e y ) 
on the unit square ( 0 < x < l , 0 < y < l ) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Given 
a desired true solution true(x,y), one determines the right side f (x,y) so that 
w(Jt,y) = true(xty) satisfies the PDE. 
A set of true solutions is chosen which have a singularity with variable strength at 
various locations. There are 36 problems with the following parameters for their true 
solutions (they are numbered as k + 3(J-1) + 9(z'-l) with the indexing given below: 
i). Strength of the singularity : a = 0.75, 0.50, or 0.25 for k = 1, 2, or 3. The 
parameter a is different from y by a factor of 2, y = 2a. 
ii). Location of the singularity in R : center, on the edge, at the corner, for j = 1, 
2, or 3. 
in). Type of solution: and we use four types for i = 1, 2, 3, or 4 (let r = 
(x~x0)2 + (y-y0)2 ). 
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1. Pure : true = ra 
true(x,y) = [Oc-x0)2 + (y-y0)2]a 
2. Add + Pure : true = ra + smooth 
true(x,y) = [(x-x0)2 + (y - Jo)2]" + sin(x-y) cos(x-y) 
3. Mult + Pure : true = ra * smooth 
true (x,y) = [{x - x0)2 + (y -y0?]a sin (x+y) 
4. Composition : true = sin (r a) 
true(x,y) = sin [(* -x0)2 + (y - Jo)2]" 
One set of computations was performed using the E-Refinement and the other with 
the Q-Refinement. The numerical computations were performed on the ELLPACK sys-
tem using the PES, a performance evaluation system for the PDE software. Some 
modifications to the PES system were made to include the mesh generation routines for 
the E-Refinement and Q-Refinement schemes. 
Additional computations were made to study the effect of varying a in the E-
distribution. As part of earlier studies we had already explored the effect of varying q. 
The results of these computations are presented in the previous section. 
As a check we solve one other PDE for one of the true solutions. We take the sim-
ple Poisson problem ua + uyy = f(x,y) with true (x,y) = r03. The results were essen-
tially identical to those reported upon here. It should be emphasized that this experi-
ment involves well behaved, relatively simple problems. More general and realistic 
PDEs such as those in the population of [Dyksen et.al., 1981] should be used to confirm 
the conclusions observed here for wider class of PDEs. 
For each PDE problem the grid is systematically varied from coarse to fine; typical 
values used are n = 5, 7, 9,..., 31. Additional values are used when the convergence or 
numerical behavior seems uncertain. Furthermore, each PDE problem was solved using 
three values of p: p = 3, 4, 5. The value p = 5 could not be used with the larger values 
of n due to storage limitations. The largest problems solved used slightly over 70 mil-
lion words of active memory (most, of course, in virtual memory residing on a disk). 
Of course, each PDE problem was solved using the two refinement schemes. The 
total number PDE problems solved is about 72. The longest execution time for a single 
problem is on the order of 1 to 2 hours to solve the PDE, additional runtime is used for 
problem setup and post processing (e.g., estimating errors). With the updated operating 
system and compiler, the longest execution time for a problem would have been about 6 
to 12 minutes, or one-tenth of previous execution time. 
The domain of strong influence of the singularity is normalized to be the unit 
square. Similarly, true(x,y) is normalized to have size 1.0. Simple scaling transforms 
S and true (x,y) into arbitrary squares and sized solutions. 
5. THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
The PES collects a variety of information about each PDE solution made (e.g. 
computer time for various steps, estimates of errors and residuals, memory used and 
problem data) and places that in a database. This system then provides tools to plot one 
variable against another and to make some statistical tests. We examine three types of 
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informarion from this data: 
1). Plots of error versus computer time to solve the PDE, 
2). Plots of error versus the number of grid points used to solve the PDE, 
3). Estimated convergence rate (error versus number of grid points) for p fixed 
(Q-Refinement only). 
Even though our set of problems is well behaved, there are many instances of 
"non-model" behavior in the error. To illustrate the range of behaviors, we show the 
least normal, most normal and typical plots of error versus computer time. Each plot 
includes the three values for p, both refinement schemes and just enough data points to 
see the general behavior of the error. These are shown in Figure 15, 16 and 17. 
A plot of error versus the number of equations is shown in Figure 18 for the same 
problem as Figure 17. We see that overall behavior is very similar between the two 
plots even though there is a substantial horizontal scaling change. While error versus 
number of equations makes the data independent of the computer used, we see that 
higher values of p are relatively less efficient in Figure 17 than in Figure 18. 
The complete set of plots are given in Appendices 3 and 4. 
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Figure 15. Error versus computer time for problem #1 (a = 0.75, location = center, 
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Figure 16. Error versus computer time for problem #18 (a = 0.25, location = comer, 
true = pure + mult). The model behavior is barely visible, the lines for the 
Q-Distribution are not straight and not crossing, the E-Distribution lines 
are jumbled. 
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Figure 17. Error versus computation time for problem #25 (a = 0.75, location = 
comer, true = pure + mult). Some aspects of the model behavior are 
clearly visible (e.g., p = 5 for the E-Distribution, crossing of the lines for 
p = 3 and 4 for the Q-Distribution) while others are not. 
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Figure 18. Error versus number of equations for #25 (a = 0.75, location = comer, true 
= pure + mult). This is the same problem as in Figure 17. 
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6. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
It is known from the theory of approximation that, for p fixed, the error of the 
optimal approximation converges to zero like 0(——) using n x-grid points [DeVore 
np 
and Scherer, 1979]. It is even known [Rice, 1987] that adaptive algorithms can achieve 
this without knowing (xo.yo) exacdy. In the present terms this means that the lines with 
p fixed for the Q-Refinement (see Figures 15-18) should be straight lines whose slopes 
are p+1. We have tested this model by taking the several of the larger grids we can 
compute and then making a least squares straight line fit to the error versus number of 
grid points. These results are given in Table 1 for all 36 of the problems. 
Even though there is considerable spread in the numbers, the rates clearly cluster 
just below the theoretical rates 0(—~7r)- We believe that most of the dispersion is 
np 
simply due to the fact that "initial transients" due to small n have not yet all died away. 
However, these data also illustrate the realities of actual computations, even for well 
behaved problems one cannot expect theoretical convergence results to apply accurately 
in practice. There is a clear tendency for higher degrees to give faster convergence rate. 
These data are in agreement with a previous study [Houstis and Rice, 1982] of singular 
problems that high order methods give better efficiency and convergence rates than do 
low order methods. 
We have studied the plots in Appendices 3 and 4 and make the following observa-
tions: 
In many cases there is a "start up" phase of low accuracy followed by a "converg-
ing" phase where regular (if not exactly corresponding to the model) behavior takes 
place. 
The E-Refinement sometimes does not show the start up phase at all, that is, the 
error is constant starting with very coarse grids. This means that the subdomain S is too 
large and the error in approximating u (x,y) away from the singularity by polynomials 
of degree p determines the error. The following Table 2 quantifies this observation. 
We use this somewhat subjective division to formulate several hypothesis concern-
ing these data. 
(HI) There is no difference in the efficiency of the two refinement schemes in the 
start up phase. 
(H2) The Q-Refinement is more efficient in the converging phase. 
(H3) For a given accuracy, the best p for the E-Refinement scheme is at least one 
more than the best p for the Q-Refinement scheme. 
(H4)Let ERRQ be the accuracy achieved initially (i.e. with one second or less 
computing) and define the range of modest accuracy to be where 
ERRQ/1000 <E< ERR0. The difference in the efficiencies in this modest 
accuracy range using p = 3 and p = 4 with Q-Refinement schemes is a factor 
of 2 or less. 
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Table 1. Convergence rates estimated from the Q-Refinement data. Theoretically the 
numbers in the p columns should be 4, 5 or 6. The average from each 
choice for true (x,y) is given. 
True Solution 1 True Solution 2 
Location a # 
Polynomial degree p 
3 4 5 # 
Polynomial degree p 








3.055954 4.489489 6.088865 
3.758632 4.772379 5.816148 




3.047521 4.489489 6.088655 
3.747009 4.766810 5.819842 








2.994188 4.488932 5.997467 
3.840684 5.012390 5.536042 




2.994188 4.488932 5.006438 
3.722393 4.977307 4.823852 








3.110427 4.722261 5.947441 
4.117151 5.478491 6.248021 




3.110427 4.722261 5.958628 
3.599772 5.454545 6.248654 
4.090256 5.048587 5.854670 
Average 3.590934 4.808297 5.796212 3.480810 4.772348 5.570971 
True Solution 3 True Solution 4 
Location a # 
Polynomial degree p 
3 4 5 # 
Polynomial degree p 








3.035670 4.514548 6.083589 
3.739943 4.771822 5.805699 




3.043647 4.490603 6.082744 
3.757493 4.764026 5.817098 








3.751795 4.437380 4.584486 
3.371396 4.464987 4.686860 




2.996923 4.502297 4.879156 
3.632365 4.990673 5.395040 








3.133675 4.934985 5.661214 
3.551225 4.046220 6.334565 




3.122963 4.714465 5.849921 
4.106667 5.477377 6.244222 
4.048091 4.980927 5.812137 
Average 3.446939 4.496481 5.415925 3.567965 4.795273 5.640880 
1. true(x,y) = [fr -x0)2 + (y- y0)2)a 
2. true (x,y) = [(x - Jt0)2 + (y - y 0 ) 2 l a + •"'« (x~y) cos (x-y) 
3. (r«fi(i.y)= t(x - * 0 ) 2 + (y - y0)2]tt sin(x+y) 
4. true (x,>) = sin [(x - x0)2 + (y - y0f]a 
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Table 2. Frequency of start up phase appearing in the E-Refinement. The initial 
decrease in the error as n increases has been subjectively classified as nor-
mal, partial or missing for each degree p and all 36 problems, the counts are 
given. 
Initial decrease is Normal Partial Missing 
p= 3 13 12 11 
p= 4 15 12 9 
p=5 15 12 9 
To discuss hypotheses HI and H2 we introduce the EQ-Ratio. Let TQ be the aver-
age computer time to solve a PDE problem using the Q-Refinement and the best 
choices of p and n\ let 7g be the same time using the E-Refinement. Then we define 
EQ-Ratio = — . 
t Q 
This ratio is relative to a domain of accuracy (e.g., 0.001 ^ e ^ 0.1). The evaluations of 
the EQ-Ratio used here are completely subjective in that the plots are examined; the 
average separations of the two performance curves estimated visually and then meas-
ured. Thus this ratio can only be used for rough comparisons in discussing HI and H2. 
The situation for hypothesis HI is seen in Table 3. This data support hypothesis 
HI rather well. If these experimental data were from independent, random trials then 
the lack of difference observed in Table 3 would be significant at even a moderately 
high level of confidence. 
Table 3. Efficiency ratio comparison for the two refinement schemes in the start up 
phase. Counts are given for placing the EQ-Ratio in one of three categories. 
E best Tie Q best 
EQ-Ratio <0.66 0.66 £ EQ-Ratio £ 1.5 EQ-Ratio ^ 1.5 
12 7 17 
To analyze hypothesis H2 we again make subjective evaluations of the EQ-Ratio. 
The uncertainty is further increased by the fact that the converging phase sometimes has 
little data from the E-Refinement scheme. We use the following rule in the evaluation: 
If the E-Refinement scheme is in normal or partially normal agreement with the 
modeI of convergence, we then extrapolate values for p = 6 and 7 using the model 
as the guide. Otherwise the problem is eliminated from consideration. 
Nine of the 36 problems are eliminated from consideration by this rule. Table 4 show 
the counts for placing the remaining 27 problems into four groups. We see that this 
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subjective ranking never puts the E-Refinement scheme ahead of the Q-Refinement 
scheme. If these data were from independent, random trials then one could conclude 
with a high degree of confidence that the Q-Refinement scheme is more efficient. 
Table 4. Efficiency ratio comparison for the two refinement schemes in the converging 
phase. Counts are given for placing the EQ-Ratio into one of four 
categories: 
Tie Q-best 'EQ-Ratio in range) 
1.5-4.0 4.0-10.0 > 10.0 
8 11 3 5 
Hypothesis H3 is strongly supported by data in Table 5. Recall this hypothesis is: 
(H3) For a given accuracy, the best p for the E-Refinement scheme is at least one more 
than the best p for the Q-Refinement scheme. 
We use the same rule as in Table 4 for the evaluation and eliminated nine of the 36 
problems from consideration. The values of p in Table 5 are from the converging 
phase. In this comparison, we see that the best p for the E-Refinement is one more than 
the best p for the Q-Refinement in 17 cases and two more in 10 cases. 
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Table 5. Best p values of the E-Refinement and Q-Refinement at a given accuracy. The 
range of accuracy is chosen in each case where the data most clearly deter-
mine a best value for p. 
True Solution 1 True Solution 2 
Besip Range of Best p Range of 
Location a # Q E accuracy # Q E accuracy 
0.75 1 4 5 1.0e-4 10 4 5 1.0e-4 
Center 0.50 2 3 5 L0c-3 11 3 5 1.0e-3 ~ 1.0e-4 
0.25 3 3 4 1.0e-2 12 3 4 1.0e-2 
0.75 4 - - 13 - - -
Edge 0.50 5 - - 14 - - -
0.25 6 3 4 1.0e-2 - 1.0e-3 15 3 4 - 5 1.0e-3 
0.75 7 3 4 1.0e-3 - 1.0e-4 16 3 4 1.0e-4 
Comer 0.50 8 3 5 l.Oe-4 17 3 5 1.0e4 
0.25 9 3 5 1.0e-3 18 3 3 - 5 1.0e-2 - 1.0e-3 
True Solution 3 True Solution 4 
Bestp Range of Best p Range of 
Location a ft Q E accuracy # Q E accuracy 
0.75 19 4 5 1.0e-5 28 4 5 1.0e-4 
Center 0.50 20 3 5 1.0e-3 - 1.0e-4 29 3 5 1.0e-3 
0.25 21 3 4 1.0e-2 ~ 1.0e-3 30 3 4 1.0e-2 
0.75 22 - - 31 - - -
Edge 0.50 23 - - 32 - - -
0.25 24 - - 33 3 4 1.0e-2 - 1.0e-3 
0.75 25 3 4 1.0e-3 34 3 4 - 5 1.0e-3 - 1.0e-4 
Comer 0.50 26 3 4 1.0e-3 35 3 4 - 5 1.0e-3 - 1.0e-4 
0.25 27 3 5 1.0e-3 36 3 4 - 5 1.0e-2 - l.Oe-3 
Let ERR o be the accuracy achieved initially (i.e. with one second or less comput-
ing) and define the range of modest accuracy to be where ERR q/1000 < e < ERRo-
Define the QP-Ratio = (Tp=4/Tp=3) over the range where ERR Q/1000 <= e <= ERR0 
for the Q-Refinement. Here Tp=^ and Tp=4 denote the computing times for the Q-
Refinement scheme using p = 3 and 4, respectively. The data in Table 6 support 
hypothesis H4 very well. 
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Table 6. Efficiency ratio comparison for p = 3 and p - 4 using Q-Refinement. Counts 
are given for placing the QP-Ratio into one of two categories: 
QP-Ratio in range 
( < 2 . 0 ) ( > 2.0) 
28 8 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have presented the Q-Refinement and E-Refinement schemes and clearly for-
mulated their use in practice. We have designed and carried out an extensive experi-
mental evaluation of the two schemes. The data obtained strongly supports the follow-
ing four hypothesis: 
(HI) There is no difference in the efficiency of the two refinement schemes in the 
start up phase. 
(H2) The Q-Refinement is more efficient in the converging phase. 
(H3) For a given accuracy, the best p for the E-Refinement scheme is at least one 
more than the best p for the Q-Refinement scheme. 
(H4) Let ERRQ be the accuracy achieved initially (i.e. with one second or less 
computing) and define the range of modest accuracy to be where 
ERR0/1000<E< ERR0. The difference in the efficiencies in this modest 
accuracy range using p = 3 and p = 4 Q-Refinement schemes is a factor of 2 
or less. 
We conclude that the Q-Refinement scheme is the better choice for general use because 
it is simpler and in some important computational situations its expected efficiency is 
better. Its expected efficiency is never worse. 
We note three points not settled by this study. (1) The best value for c in the E-
Refinement needs further study. Our data suggest that the theoretically optimal value 
C= 0.17 is too small or that there is some further delicacy in choosing the set S. (2) 
Choosing the energy norm instead of the maximum norm to measure errors might 
modify the conclusions. We did examine measuring the error in the least squares norm 
for a few cases and observed no significant effect. The only data we are aware of that 
bears on this matter is the study of [Mitchell, 1989] which compares a variety of adap-
tive grid strategies. We do not see in his data any significant difference between the 
maximum and energy norms. (3) The generality of these conclusions is uncertain. We 
believe they are broadly applicable because we do not see any mechanisms in more 
complex problems that favor the E-Refinment scheme over the Q-Refinment scheme. In 
fact, we conjecture that the simpler nature of the Q-Refinement scheme (in decoupling 
somewhat the choice of meshes in R and S) will be to its advantage in more complex 
applications. However, only experience will settle the question. Having done the experi-
ment once, we see how the high computational expense can be reduced by more 
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judicious selection of data to be gathered. On the other hand, substantially increasing 
the number of PDEs (we used only one), the types of true solutions (we used only 4), 
the locations of singularities (we used only 3), and the shapes of the domain S (we used 
only rectangular) will inevitably lead to an enormous computation using current super-
computers. We estimate that even a moderate increase in the generality of the experi-
ment increases its computational cost by a factor of 100. 
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APPENDIX I: The Q-Distribution 
The formula in Section 2 for the q distribution is rather simple. For completeness 
we present a single program that, given the interval [-a, a]r q and an odd integer n, 
produces the x-grid values for the q distribution centered at x = 0. The nature of this 
distribution is illustrated in Figure A.l which shows the grid values plotted against the 




c n = no of grid points 
c rlgrdx = x-grid values 
c q = parameter q 




n = 27 
q = 6.0 
xO = 0.0 
yO = 0.0 
rlaxgr = -1.0 
rlbxgr = 1.0 
ilngrx = n 
if (x0.ne.rlaxgr) then 
11 = inl(floal(n)*abs(xO-rlbxgr)/(rlbxgr-rlaxgr)) 
12 = n - il - 1 
rlgrdx(l) = rlaxgr 
rlgrdx(i2+l) = xO 
rlgrdx(i2+2) = xO + abs(x0-rlbxgr)/dble(i1),,,*q 
do 102 i=2j l - l 
rlgrdx(i2+l+i) = xO + abs(x0-rlbxgr)*dblc(i)**q/dble(il)**q 
102 continue 
rlgrdx(i2) = xO - abs(x0-rlaxgT)/dbIe(i2)*,,q 
do 103 i=2,i2-l 
rlgrdx(i2+l-i) = xO - abs(x0-rlaxgr)",dble(i)",*q/dble(i2)4'*q 
103 continue 
rlgrdx(n) = rlbxgr 
else 
rlgrdx(l) = rlaxgr 
do 109 i=2,n-l 
rlgrdx(i) = abs(rlaxgr-rlbxgT)*dble(i)**q/db]e(n),,*q 
109 continue 
rlgrdx(n) = rlbxgr 
endif 
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Figure A.l. Grid points from the q distribution for n = 11,23 and 27 and for <7 = 6. 
The jt-grid coordinate in [-1, 1] is plotted against the grid point number. 
The tick marks to the right of the graph show how the grid points are dis-
tributed for the n = 23 grid size. 
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APPENDIX 2: The E-Distribution 
The formula in Section 2 for the E-distribution is simple. For completeness we 
present a simple program that, given the interval [-a, a], <J and an odd integer pro-
duces the x-grid values for the E-distribution centered at x = 0. The nature of this dis-
tribution is illustrated in Figure A.2 which shows the grid values plotted against the 




c n = no of grid points 
c rlgrdx = x-grid values 
c sigma = optimal geometric factor 
c xO, yO = location of singularity 
c 
dimension rlgrdx(30) 
n = 27 
xO = 0.0 
yO = 0.0 
rlaxgr = -1.0 
rlbxgr = 1.0 
sigma = 0.17 
ilngra - n 
if (xO.nc.rlaxgr) [hen 
11 = int(float(n) *ab s(xO-r 1 bx gr)/(r lbx gr-r 1 axgr)) 
12 = n - i l - 1 
rlgrdx(l) = rlaxgr 
rlgrdx(i2+l) = xO 
do 102 1=141-1 
rlgrdx(n-i) = xO + abs(xO-rlbxgr)*sigma**i 
102 continue 
do 103 1=142-1 
rlgrdx(i+l) = xO - abs (xO-r 1 bx gr)* sigm a* *i 
103 continue 
rlgrdx(n) = rlbxgr 
else 
rlgrdx(l) = rlaxgr 
do 109 i=l,n-2 
rlgrdx(n-i) = abs(r 1 axgr-r 1 bxgr) * sigm a* * i 
109 continue 
rlgrdx(n) = rlbxgr 
endif 
do 200 i = l,n 
write(0 ,*) i,rlgidx(i) 
200 continue 
end 
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Figure A.2. Grid points from the E-distribution for n = 11,23 and 27 and for a = 0.17. 
The x-grid coordinate in [-1, 1] is plotted against the grid point number. 
The tick marks to the right of the graph show how the grid points are dis-
tributed for the n = 23 grid size. 
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APPENDIX 3. Thirty Six Plots of Error Versus Computer Time 
We present log-log plots of the maximum error versus the computing time in 
seconds for the 36 problems in the experiment. The computations were made on an 
Alliant FX80 using a single computational element; it has a peak performance of 20 
MFLOPS (Million Floating Point Operations per Second). See the comments in Sec-
tion 4 concerning actual performance. The problem being solved is concisely stated 
giving the PDE, the true solution, the location of the singularity and the value of a. See 
the discussion in Appendix 4 about the choices made for data points to plot. 
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Figure A.3. Problem No. 1 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: {e^ux)x + - + =f(x,y) 
Solution: true (x,y) = [(x - x0y + & - yufT 
Center, a = 0.75 
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Figure A.4. Problem No. 2 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e*>ux)x + (e^u^ - " + (x,y) 
Solution: true fry) = [(* - Jo) + (y - 3>o)2]° 
Center, a = 0.50 
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Figure A.5. Problem No. 3 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + n + x + y ) = f ( x > y ) 
Solution: true(x,y) = KX-XQ)1 + (y -y0)2]a 
Center, a = 0.25 
solid line = Q-distribulion 
dashed line = E-disliibution 
A p = 3 
+ p = 4 
a p = 5 
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Figure A.6. Problem No. 4 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + ( e - ^ u y ) y - — ^ - ^ = f ( x . y ) 
Solution: true fry) = [(x - x 0) + (y - yo)2]" 
Edge , a = 0.75 
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Figure A.7. Problem No. 5 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + - " + y ) =f(x,y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x -x0r + (y ~>o)2Ja 
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Figure A.8. Problem No. 6 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e*>ux)x + - * + =/ (x,y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [Cc - x 0 ) + & ~yof]a 
Edge , a = 0.25 
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Figure A.9. Problem No. 7 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + (e-^uy)y- " + > ) = / (« .y) 
Solution: true fry) = [(x - x0) + & ~yo)2]a 
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Figure A.10. Problem No. 8 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^HA + {e'^uy)y " n+x+y) = f {X'y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x - x 0 ) + (y - yo ) 2 ] " 









Figure A.ll. Problem No. 9 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + {e~^uy)y - a + " + >l) = /C*oO 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(* -x0) + & -^o)2]" 
Comer, a = 0.25 
solid line = Q-distribution 
dashed line = E-disinbution 
A p = 3 
+ p = 4 
• p = 5 
n 1 1 1 r~ 
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Figure A.12. Problem No. 10 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e*»ux)x + (e^Uy), - " + = f (x,y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x - x o ) + & -yo) 2 ]" + sin(x-y) cos(x-y) 
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Figure A.13. ProblemNo . il 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + ( 6 " % ) , ~ Q + " + =f(* ,y) 
Solution: true (x.y) = [(.x - x0) + & - yo)2]" + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
Center, a = 0.50 
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Figure A.14. Problem No. 12 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( e ^ A + C e - * ^ - n+x + y) = f ^ y ) 
Solution: true fry) = [(x - x0) + (y - yo)2]a + sin (x-y) cos {x-y) 
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Figure A.15. Problem No. 13 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + (e-^uy), - U = / (x ,y) ' J (1 + x +y) 
Solution: true (x,y) = [(* -XQ)2 + (y - yo)]" + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
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Figure A.16. Problem No. 14 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (E^UX)X + ( e " ^ ) , - = F (X,Y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x -x0Y + (y -y0)2]a + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
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Figure A.17. Problem No. 15 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + - Q + x + y ) = / ( X y ) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x - x 0 ) + (y ->>o)2]a + sin(x-y) cos (x-y) 
Edge , a = 0.25 
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Figure A.18. Problem No. 16 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + n + " + y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x - x 0 ) + (y ~yo)2]a + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
Comer, a = 0.75 
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Figure A.19. Problem No. 17 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ifc), + ( e ^ B , ) , - + " + y ) = /(*,y) 
Solution: true(x,y) - [(* - x 0 ) + (y -yo ) 2 ] a + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
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Figure A.20. Problem No. 18 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e*»ux)x + (e~^Uy)y - " + y) = / fry) 
Solution: true fry) = [(x (y ~yo)2] a + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
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Figure A.21. Problem No. 19 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + (e-^Uy)y- " + y ) = / (* .?) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(.x -jc0r + (y - yo)2]a e<x~y) sin(x+y) 
Center, a = 0.75 
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Figure A.22. Problem No. 20 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (evux)x + ( e - v u y ) y - — f ^ j = f fry) 
Solution: true fry) = [(x - x0r + (y - y0)2]a e(x~y) sin Qc+y) 
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Figure A.23. Problem No. 21 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: {e**ux)x + ( e ^ n , ) , - " = f(x,y) 
V ^ 1 I \ 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(* -xQr + (y -yo) ]a sin(x+y) 
Center, a = 0.25 
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Figure A.24. Problem No. 22 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + =f(x,y) 
{I + x + y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x - x 0 ) + (y - y o ) e{x~y sin(x+y) 
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Figure A.25. Problem No. 23 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + (e'^^) _ " = f fry) 
' 7 (1+x + y) ^ 
Solution: true fry) = [(x - XQ? + (y - y0)2]a e(x~y) sin (x+y) 
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Figure A.26. Problem No. 24 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + (e~xyuy)y -
u 
= f(x,y) , Y , , Q + X + Y ) " " 
Solution: true(x,y) = [ ( x - x 0 y + (y -y0)2]a e ™ sin(x+y) 
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Figure A.27. Problem No. 25 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + (e-^uy)y-—~—=f(x,y) (l + x + y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x - * o ) + (y - y 0 ) ]a y) sin(x+y) 
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Figure A.28. Problem No. 26 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (g^ife), + - " + >l) = / f r j O 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x -xQr +(y- >>o)2]a sin(x+y) 
Corner, a = 0.50 
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Figure A.29. Problem No. 27 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + (e^uy)y - " + y) = /(*.?) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x -Jt0) + (y - Jo)2]® *(x~y) sin(x+y) 
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Figure A.30. Problem No. 28 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( e ^ + Ce^M,) , - ( 1 " y ) = / (* . ? ) 
Solution: true (x,y) = sin [(* - x0r + (y - yo)2]a 
Center, a = 0.75 
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Figure A.31. Problem No. 29 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( e ^ ) , + - ( 1 " + y ) = / fry) 
Solution: true (x,y) = sin [(x -Xo) + (y - y o ) 2 l a 
Center, a = 0.50 
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Figure A.32. Problem No. 30 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + ( e ^ u , ) , - (l + U + y) = / 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(x -xo)^+ (y ~yo)2]a 
Center, a = 0.25 
solid line = Q-disiribuiion 
dashed line = E-distribution 
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Figure A.33. Problem No. 31 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( e ^ A + ( e " ^ - " = / (x,y) 
Solution: true (x,y) = sin [(x - x0) + (y - yo)2]a 
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Figure A.34. Problem No. 32 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( e ^ ) , + - " . = f (x,y) (1 +x + y) 
Solution: true (x,y) = sin [(x - x0) + 6" - ^o) Ja 
Edge , a = 0.50 
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Figure A.3S. Problem No. 33 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e*>ux)x + (fi-*»Uy)y - 1 " . =f(x,y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(* -x0)2 + (y - y o ) ] ° 
Edge , a = 0.25 
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Figure A.36. Problem No. 34 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (eVUx)x + ( e - V u y ) y - — 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(x ~XQ) + (y -yo)2]a 
Corner, a = 0.75 
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Figure A.37. Problem No. 35 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e*^)* + ~ ( 1 + " + >>) = / <*o0 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [£c (y -yo) 2 ] " 
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Figure A.38. Problem No. 36 
Error versus Computer Time for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ieVux)x + (e-*>u,)y- ( " + y) = f(x,y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(x ~XQ) + (y -yo)2]a 
Comer, a = 0.25 
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APPENDIX 4. Thirty Six Plots of Error Versus Number of Grid Points 
We present log-log plots of the maximum error versus the number of equations 
solved in the Galerkin method. The format is as in Appendix 3. Only a small subset of 
the data points computed are actually plotted. As noted in Section 4 we systematically 
varied $n$ form 5 to 31 in steps of 2. Near the end of these calculations, the Alliant 
was "upgraded" with new "Advanced Computational Elements". This change made tim-
ings before and after the upgrade incomparable, so we redid the timings. This change 
does not affect error versus the number of equations, so we redid only those cases 
needed to reliably determine the plots. For most problems, nothing "happens" as small 
changes in $n$ are made. Thus, even though we have much more data than show here, 
we chose to present data in Appendices 3 and 4 for exactly the same instances of the 
problems. 
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Figure A.39. Problem No. 1 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e»ux)x + (e^a,), - " + =/C*,)0 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(* - x 0 ) + & ->"o)2]a 
Center, a = 0.75 
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Figure A.40. Problem No. 2 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + {e^u^ - " + = f (x,y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(* - * o ) + & ~yo)2]a 
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Figure A.41. Problem No. 3 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + (e-^uy)y - " + y ) = f(x,y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x - x 0 ) + <y -yafT 
Center, a = 0.25 
solid line = Q-distribution 
dashed line = E-distribution 
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+ p = 4 
• p = 5 
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Figure A.42. Problem No. 4 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^iOx + (e'^Uy), - Q+" + y) = f C*o0 
Solution: true fry) = [(x - x0) + & " yo)2]a 
Edge , a = 0.75 
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Figure A.43. Problem No. 5 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( e ^ A + {e-^uy)y - U = f fry) U + x + y) 
Solution: truefr.y) = [(x - x 0 ) + (y - y o ) ] 
Edge , a = 0.50 
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Figure A.44. Problem No. 6 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^u^ + (e~^uy)y - " = f (x,y) 
Solution: true (.x,y) = [(x - x0)2 + (y - yo) 
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Figure A.45. Problem No. 7 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + - " + y ) = / M 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x - JC0)* + (y -yo)2]a 
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Figure A.46. Problem No. 8 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (evux)x + (e-*>uy)y- * = / f r y ) ri + x + y) 
Solution: true fry) = [(* - x0r + (y ~ ^o) ]a 
Corner, a = 0.50 
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Figure A.47. Problem No. 9 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + (e~^uy)y - " + = f fry) 
Solution: true fry) = [(x - j c 0 r + (y - Jo)2]" 
Comer, a = 0.25 
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Figure A.48. Problem No. 10 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( e ^ A + (e~xyuY)Y - " + Y) = /C*O0 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x -JC0) + & - Jo )2]a + sin(x-y) cos (x-y) 
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Figure A.49. ProblemNo.il 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + 
Solution: true fry) = [(* - x0) + & - ?o)2]a + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
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Figure A.50. Problem No. 12 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + (e^uy)y- Ux+y) = f(x,y) 
Solution: true (x,y) = [(* - x0) + (y ~yo)2]a + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
Center, a = 0.25 
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Figure A.51. Problem No. 13 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( e ^ + ie^Uy)y - " + = / ( » 0 » 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(:t - x0) + (>' -Jo)2]" + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
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Figure A.52. Problem No. 14 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + (l+x+y) =/(*'y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x - Jt0) + & ~yo)2]a + sin(x-y) cos (x-y) 
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Figure A.53. Problem No. 15 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + " + y ) - / f r o O 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x - x 0 ) + -yo)2]a + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
Edge , a = 0.25 
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Figure A.54. Problem No. 16 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: fr^A + - n + x + y ) = f ( x > y ) 
Solution: true (x,y) - [(x - x0) + & - yofla + sin (x~y) cos (x~y) 
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Figure A.55. Problem No. 17 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + (1+x+y) = f ( x ' y ) 
Solution: true (*,)>) = [(x - *o) + (y -y o)2]a + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
Comer, a = 0.50 
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Figure A.56. Problem No. 18 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distriburion 
PDE: (e*»ux)x + (e~^Uy)y - = f fry) 
Solut ion: true (x,;y) = [(x - jc0r + (y - J o ) 2 ] " + sin (x-y) cos (x-y) 
C o m e r , a = 0 .25 
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Figure A.57. Problem No. 19 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + (e^uy)y - Q + " + y ) = /<*o0 
Solution: true(x,y) = [ ( * - J C 0 ) + & ~yo)2]a sin(x+y) 
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Figure A.58. Problem No. 20 
Eiror versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: {e*>Ux)x + ( e ^ u , ) , - n+x+y) = f { x ' y ) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(x -x0) + 0> -yo)2]a e{x~y) sin(x+y) 
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Figure A.59. Problem No. 21 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: Q + " + y ) =/C*oO 
Solution: true(x,y) = [(* - + (y -yo)2)a e{x~y) sin(x+y) 
Center, a = 0.25 
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Figure A.60. Problem No. 22 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (f i tuJx + ie-Vuy),- Q + " + y ) = f ^ y ) 
Solution: true Qc,y) = [(x - x0) + Cy - yo)2]a e(x~y) sin (x+y) 
Edge , a = 0.75 
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Figure A.6X. Problem No. 23 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: {eVUx)x+ uy) y - " + ;y) a / f e r ) 
Solution: true (x,y) = [(x - x0) + & ->'o)2]a e{x~y) sin (x+y) 
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Figure A.62. Problem No. 24 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ieVuJx + i e -^ i ty ) , - Q + l + y) = f ^ y ) 
Solution: true(x,y) = [Cx - * o ) + (y ~yo)2]a e(x~y) sin(x+y) 
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Figure A.63. Problem No. 25 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( e ^ + ( e - * S ) y - " + y ) =/(*>?) 
Solution: true fry) = [(x - x0) + (y " yo)2]° sin (x+y) 
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Figure A.64. Problem No. 26 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: + .. " . = / (x ,y ) J J (J+x+y) 
Solution: true (x,y) = [(x - x0) + 0" - yo) e sin (x+y) 
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Figure A.65. Problem No. 27 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e*»ux)x + (e-vuy)y- " + = / ( * o 0 
Solution: true fry) = [(x - x0Y + (y - y0)2}a e ^ sin (x+y) 
Comer, a = 0.25 
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Figure AM. Problem No. 28 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e*yux)x + (e-*yuy)y- + =f(x,y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(x -XQ) + (y -yo)2]" 
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Figure A.67. Problem No. 29 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( g ^ + C e - ^ - a + ? + y ) = f { x ' y ) 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(* - XQ) + (y -Y o)2]a 
Center, a = 0.50 
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Figure A.68. Problem No. 30 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e*>ux)x + (e-vuy)y- (i + " y ) = f fry) 
Solution: true fry) = sin [(x - X Q r + (y -yo)2]11 
Center, a = 0.25 
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Figure A.69. Problem No. 31 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (eVUx)x + {e-x>Uy)y- u = f(x,y) (1 +X +y) 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(x - x 0 ) z + 0 ~yo) ] 
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Figure A.70. Problem No. 32 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( g ^ A + C e ( 1 " + > ) = / (*o0 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(jc -XQ) + (y — >o)2]a 
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Figure A.71. Problem No. 33 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: ( e ^ w A + (fi-**Uy)y - ( i + U + y ) = f ( * o 0 
Solution: true fry) = sin [(jr (y -yo)2]a 
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Figure A.72. Problem No. 34 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e^ux)x + - (1 + " + y ) 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(x - x 0 ) + (y -yo ) 2 ] a 
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Figure A.73. Problem No. 35 
Error versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: te*»ux)x + {e-*»uy)y- (1 + " y) = /C*oO 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(x - x 0 ) + (y - y o ) 2 l a 
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Figure A.74. Problem No. 36 
Eiror versus Number of Equations for E-Distribution and Q-Distribution 
PDE: (e**ux)x + ( e " ^ " (1 + " y ) = / ( * o 0 
Solution: true(x,y) = sin [(x -XQ) + (y -yo) 2 ] a 
Comer, a = 0.25 
